In 1958, Campbell observed that certain artihcial pupil displacements could considerably change acuity (measured by viewing gratings) while others had very little effect. He sought an explanation of the small retinal contribution to those effects that was consistent with the Stiles-Crawford effect. This paper suggests an explanation that satisfies that requirement using a waveguide model of the retinal cones. We show that the waveguiding properties of the receptors make them sensitive to obliquely incident exciting waves and this provides some support for the hypothesis that both the Stiles-Crawford and Campbell effects are manifestations of the same underlying waveguide nature of the receptors. 0
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we discuss the importance of correctly describing both the optical image and the detection process when interpreting experimental results. Specifically, we briefly analyse the Stiles-Crawford effect (Stiles & Crawford, 1933) to show that the optical field and not just its intensity is important in understanding the visual process. We then apply these ideas to the analysis of results from experiments using displaced source interference fringes in measurements of visual acuity, and so suggest an explanation for the origin of the small retinal contribution to the Campbell effect (Campbell, 1958; Campbell & Gregory, 1960) . A range of new experiments is suggested.
We may all have a feeling for what is meant when light is described as "bright", "green", "glaring" and so on, but being more precise requires care. "We all know what light is; but it is not easy to tell what it is" as Samuel Johnson (1776) put it. The Handbook of the Illuminating Engineering Society defines light as "visually evaluated radiant energy". In the language of physics, light is described in terms of rays, photons, intensities and electromagnetic fields. The choice of description depends to some extent on the particular application. For example, energy thresholds and the limits to seeing can be expressed in minimum photon number requirements (Bartlett, 1965 ).
An optical object or image is often conveniently described in terms of variations in its intensity which is related to the power or energy flow (Born & Wolf, 1970) . This is an important quantity, since ultimately energy conversion from optical to some other form must occur in the detection process. Intensities are found by time averaging the square of optical or electromagnetic fields (Born & Wolf, 1970) . In this way an average is taken over the extremely high frequency optical field oscillations which are not directly observable. However, during that process phase information depending on spatial variables is also lost and so the intensity does not include information that is part of the specification of the field.
[For example, a field with amplitude A, angular frequency w, propagating in the z direction with speed w/p is described by Acos(/?z -wt) and averaging its square over time periods gives A2/2.] The introduction of an arbitrary phase function would lead to any number of fields with the same intensity pattern.
However, when optical fields propagate or are combined, it is the properties of the fields that are important. For example, when two coherent waves are combined to form an interference pattern it is the fields that must be added first, only then can the squaring and averaging be done to find the interference pattern intensity. The intensities of the individual waves do not contain the phase information required to understand the final interference pattern.
The optical power inside the outer segment of a photoreceptor determines the receptor response and ultimately the signal sent to the brain. However, it is the field describing the retinal image, not its intensity, that determines how much light propagates along the photoreceptor and hence the magnitude of that outer segment optical power. Thus, specification of retinal image intensity is not sufficient for determining visual 953 response. This is probably contrary to some commonly held assumptions. For example, Campbell and Green (1965) in their classic study of visual resolution state: "This follows from the assumption that the threshold sensitivity for a sinusoidal fringe pattern formed on the retina by interference is the same for a similar grating imaged thereon by the optics of the eye, providing the measurements are made at identical wavelengths and luminances".
We now develop these ideas and their consequences more precisely, beginning with the simplest, single wave source field used in an analysis of the Stiles-Crawford effect. We concentrate on principles and to make the paper accessible to a range of readers, only an outline of the key mathematical points is given. The basic underlying theory is given in detail in the papers by Snyder and Pask (1973) and Stacey and Pask (1994) . Stiles and Crawford (1933) showed that changing the entrance point on the pupil so that a beam of light strikes the same point on the fovea at different angles results in changes in the perceived brightness. (This is actually the Stiles-Crawford effect of the first kind; a second effect concerns the perceived colour change, but will not be considered here.) We emphasize at the outset that this is a large effect: when the angle is varied from zero by 5 deg, it requires increases of order 70% in the intensity of the obliquely incident beam in order for the apparent brightness to be maintained. There is also a variation in magnitude of the effect if wavelength is varied. [Good reviews are given by Enoch & Bedell (198 1) and Enoch & Lakshminarayanan (1991) .]
THE STILES-CRAWFORD EFFECT
If a beam strikes a plane at an angle then variations of intensity in that plane depend on the cosine of the angle (Born & Wolf, 1970) . The fact that cos(0 deg) = 1, cos(5 deg) = 0.9962 and cos( 10 deg) = 0.9848 indicates that simple changes in beam intensity on the retina are not responsible for the Stiles-Crawford effect. In fact, these variations of order 1% are basically irrelevant in this paper and we may set COSB N 1 for the angles 0 involved. These simple observations suggest two key points:
(i) It is not just the intensity of the light incident on the retina that is important; and (ii) There is some underlying mechanism for which 5 deg is a large angle.
We now consider the photoreceptors and develop our basic theme: the receptor is an optical element, not just an intensity sampler.
Photoreceptor optics
There is now overwhelming evidence that photoreceptors act as dielectric waveguides [see reviews by Van Hateren (1989) variety of animals. It was soon realised that this provides a possible explanation for the Stiles-Crawford effect (Wright & Nelson, 1936) . The simple geometric optics approach to lightguides introduces a critical angle Bcrir where cos0,rir = n,/ni for refractive indices ni inside the receptor and n, in the surrounding medium. Light incident at angles 9 to the receptor axis greater than tjcrit is poorly guided and photoreceptors have critical angles around 10 deg. Thus, this already suggests why obliquely incident light is poorly accepted by photoreceptors and provides the angle measured against which 5 deg is a significant change. Although modified, these acceptance properties remain roughly the same when a more accurate wave theory is used, as it must be for the smallest waveguides like retinal cones. Furthermore, when wave theory is used the value of dill, the ratio of receptor diameter di to wavelength 1, becomes an important lightguiding parameter and hence variations of the Stiles-Crawford effect with wavelength would be expected too. To produce quantitative results, a theoretical model must be developed. The system under consideration is complex and far from the regular "clean" optical fibre that is the subject of so much optical waveguiding theory. However, a simple model allows us to abstract out the key points and to explore the essence of the problem, provides a framework for comparing theory and experiment, and importantly for this paper, allows us to predict the consequences for other types of experiment.
In this paper we use the model developed by Snyder and Pask (1973) , who introduce the concept of the ideal average cone to represent cones in the stimulated area of the fovea. We refer the reader to the original paper by Snyder and Pask (1973) for a thorough discussion of the origin of the model and its basis in retinal physiology. Aspects of this model are critically discussed by Enoch and Lakshminarayanan (1991) and Chen and Makous (1989) who are concerned in particular with difficulties caused by light with large incidence angles.
The photoreceptor is assumed to consist of two optical waveguide sections, an inner and an outer segment, joined by a tapered section (see Fig. 1 ). The inner segment has a radius of 1.6 pm and a refractive index of 1.353, the outer segment has a radius of 0.5 pm and a refractive index of 1.43, and the surrounding medium has a refractive index of 1.34. Both segments are modelled as weakly guiding step-index optical waveguides.
The field E,, propagating along the receptor is written as:
where El, are the waveguide modal fields and the sum over the integers I, m labelling the modes is restricted to just those modes that can propagate along the particular waveguide at the given wavelength 1. The modal amplitudes Al,,, are determined by the source (such as the Stiles-Crawford incident field) in the receptor entrance plane. In general this will be the image field produced by the lens on the retina. The details may be found in the original Snyder and Pask (1973) paper.
The total power carried by the modes along the outer segment is given as a sum of the individual modal powers lAl,12 (since the modes are orthogonal and assumed normalized to unit power). However, modal fields propagating along dielectric waveguides actually extend out into the surrounding medium. To find the power P available to the photopigment, it becomes necessary to introduce all, the fraction of mode 1, m power that propagates inside the guide, the outer segment in this case. Thus, the excitation amplitudes Al, are calculated for the inner segment, but ICKY must refer to the outer segment. It is assumed that Al, is the same for both the inner and outer segments when the corresponding waveguide mode is carried by both segments.
For a single wave incident at angle t9 ( Fig. 1) we denote the modal amplitude by AI,,, then the total power P(19) inside the outer segment and available to the photopigment is:
It is the change in P(d) as 19 is varied that Snyder and Pask (1973) relate to the Stiles-Crawford effect in order to show that the waveguiding receptor concept does provide a successful explanation. Four points are worthy of emphasis.
(i) While the intensity of the field incident on the receptors may vary very little for variations of up to 10 deg, the phase of the field experiences major changes and these in turn translate into major changes in the modal field amplitudes AI,(~).
(ii) It is at the level of the outer segment that the light is absorbed by the photopigment and hence, only at this stage is it appropriate to square the field amplitude and integrate over that segment to calculate the power. (iii) The Stiles-Crawford effect depends on both inner segment and outer segment properties through Ai, and KIT, respectively. (iv) Modal properties Ai,, El, and rcim all depend on wavelength 3. and indeed the number of propagating modes depends on 1. For longer wavelengths (L larger than around 650 nm) only the fundamental mode propagates with second-order modes entering for smaller wavelengths, and third-order modes for I less than around 400 nm. Peaks in the Stiles-Crawford effect magnitude parameter p(n) are associated with these modal region boundaries (Snyder & Pask, 1973) .
The Snyder-Pask model proves to be useful for analysing the Stiles-Crawford effect despite obvious weaknesses, some of which have been analysed, e.g. Sammut (1977) showed that leaky modes smoothed over the sharp peaks predicted in the p(i) vs il curve. Thus with those provisos, we now use it as a basic model for studying more complex situations.
Importance for other sources
Any source of light on the retina for receptor excitation may be decomposed into a set of component waves like those used in the Stiles-Crawford effect (Born & Wolf, 1970) . As explained previously, these fields must be combined to produce the total wave field which is then used to determine the source intensity pattern. Similarly, the fields must be used to find the receptor modal amplitudes Al,,, which will therefore involve a sum of contributions and that sum will be squared to calculate the required modal power. Thus, cross or interference terms involving products of different component field contributions to Al, are introduced and that is the reason we cannot simply combine powers from the StilesCrawford experimental or computational results in order to deal with more complex sources. This will be shown to be true when we deal with the Campbell effect below. In summary, it is essential to find modal amplitudes, rather than the square of these amplitudes, to make quantitative predictions and this, in turn, necessitates a theoretical model.
COHERENT GRATINGS
The use of gratings with variable spatial frequencies for assessing visual resolution is now widespread. Although gratings may be generated in many ways using coherent, incoherent or partially coherent sources, the fields so created may all be analysed in terms of combinations of single plane waves. The amplitudes of those waves and their correlations will determine the grating parameters and optical coherence properties of the field (Born & Wolf, 1970; Wolf, 1982) .
In this paper we deal with the simplest possible case consisting of a coherent field grating formed on the retina by the interference of two plane waves (see Fig. 2 ). Following Stacey and Pask (1994) we define the field in the receptor entrance plane, z = 0, by
where k= 27-ud?, is the wavenumber for light of (inner segment photopigment outer segment Z FIGURE 2. Two plane waves at equal angles to the axis of the photoreceptor, the z-axis, form a Young's interference pattern on the face of the inner segment.
wavelength 2 in a material with refractive index n, and then the intensity is
Therefore, Z0 gives the mean intensity; the parameter a, measuring the component wave relative strengths, controls the contrast M,:
the wave angle determines the spatial frequency K,
and the relative phase of the component waves cp gives the pattern displacement x0 = cp/27rK.
The fringes are parallel to the y-axis and varying cp moves them relative to the photoreceptor which is centred at x = 0, see Fig. 2 .
Thus, two plane waves interfere to create an intensity grating with spatial frequency determined by the angle between them, while their relative strength and phase control the contrast and pattern displacement, respectively.
Receptor response
The excitation field E in equation (3) is now used to calculate the modal amplitudes A,,,, in equation (1) and we refer the reader to Stacey and Pask (1994) for details. The power in the outer segment involves the square of those amplitudes and thus does not reduce to just a sum of the powers that the grating component plane waves would individually produce.
In order to assess its response, we scan the photoreceptor across the intensity pattern finding a sinusoidal power response with contrast Mp = (P max -P mi,)/(P max + P min).
(8)
The receptor response is then given by
where M, is the source contrast in equation (5). The deviation of R from unity gives a measure of the photoreceptor's optical contribution to the visual process. Stacey and Pask (1994) show that
where the modal and total powers are those used in the Stiles-Crawford case [equation (2)], and the conversion to spatial frequency, R(K), is made using equation (6). The photoreceptor response R depends on spatial frequency and wavelength. Numerical results are given by the zero-displacement curves in Figs 4-6 and a full discussion of the receptor as an optical element, not just an intensity sampler, is given by Stacey and Pask (1994) .
The two incident waves in this example are mutually coherent (usually a split laser beam) and thus interfere to give a grating pattern. The interference effect in the receptor response simplifies because the exciting waves are symmetrically placed about the receptor axis. A symmetry property of the modal [At&o) = (-l)&#)] amplitudes means that the final response can be neatly expressed in terms of weighted modal powers, as in equation (10).
If the two beams had not been mutually coherent (a random phase difference would be present) there would be no interference pattern in the receptor entrance plane and a simple sum of powers, as calculated for individual Stiles-Crawford effects for each of the waves, would give the photoreceptor response.
THE CAMPBELL EFFECT
In 1958, while measuring human visual acuity with an incoherent source, Campbell (1958) noticed that the response decreased markedly when an artificial pupil (placed in front of the eye) was displaced perpendicular to the test fringes. There was no observed reduction when the pupil was displaced parallel to the fringes. This effect has since become known as the Campbell effect.
Campbell measured visual acuity using fringes formed on a cathode ray tube (an incoherent source). The measurements were made with the natural pupil dilated, and a 1 mm diameter artificial pupil placed in front of the eye. The visual acuity was found to be maximal when the artificial pupil was over the approximate centre of the natural pupil. When the artificial pupil was displaced 4 mm in a direction perpendicular to the fringes, the visual acuity decreased by a factor of eight times, while for displacements parallel to the fringes no reduction was observed.
In his experiment Campbell corrected for spherical aberrations by the use of appropriate lenses, and the Stiles-Crawford effect by increasing the brightness of the source as the artificial pupil was displaced (something we shall comment on later). A monochromatic source was also tried but in all events the effect persisted. Campbell concluded that, "An explanation must therefore be sought that involves the optical properties of the central fovea1 cones, and it should preferably be one that is compatible with an explanation of the Stiles-Crawford effect" (Campbell, 1958) .
Suspecting that aberrations may still have been the cause of the effect, Campbell and Gregory (1960) repeated the experiment with a source whose fringes were generated by a Fraunhofer diffraction pattern. The source used light from a high pressure mercury vapour lamp focused onto a narrow slit to produce a distant coherent source. This was then used with a variable width slit (placed close to the eye and parallel to the first slit) to produce Fraunhofer diffraction fringes on the retina. The result of using this coherent source was that the reduction in acuity with displacement of the pupil was far less than it had been for an incoherent source-although it is hard to make direct comparisons, factors of 8 become factors around 1.5 to 2.9. Because the coherent source was relatively unaffected by lens aberrations, they concluded that part of the Campbell effect was due to lens aberrations.
The experiment was repeated again by Green (1967) using two different sources. The first of these was incoherent, being essentially the same as that used by Campbell. The second was a coherent source previously used by Campbell and Green (1965) to produce interference fringes directly on the retina. The method essentially focused two points of light onto the cornea, which diverged inside the eye to produce an interference pattern (see Fig. 3 ). Figure 4 shows the same situation with the diverging wavefronts approximated by two plane waves whose directions relative to the photoreceptor axis are equal.
Different choices of d,, the displacement of the points of light from the photoreceptor axis, correspond to different spatial frequencies of the fringes, since d, translates into the angle introduced in Figs 1 and 2 .
A coherent source was chosen because its fringe pattern was not degraded by the optics of the eye and hence gave measurements of the retina/brain response. Green suggested this coherent source to find the retina/ brain contribution to the Campbell effect. To do this he had to find an equivalent to the displaced pupil used by Campbell. The displaced pupil effect for the coherent case was simulated by Green by translating the two points of light perpendicular to the fringe pattern (parallel to the line joining them, see Fig. 4 ). Through this displacement the relative angles that the two plane waves make with the photoreceptor axis change. The mean angle of the plane wave pair is tilted relative to the photoreceptor axis. Alternatively, the two points of light can be displaced parallel to the fringes [perpendicular to the line joining them, see Fig. 4(c) ]. Green (1967) reported only very minor effects, but we shall return later to the analysis of his experimental methods. Enoch (197 1) carried out a major, innovative study of the Campbell effect using water-filled contact lenses, fibre optic bundles and excised retinas. He confirmed Campbell's findings that there were major lens effects but that a small retinal contribution was also present.
Experimental and theoretical work by Van Meeteren and Dunnewold (1983) followed up by Walsh and Charman (1988) again revealed the importance of pupil centration and confirmed the existence of a retinal contribution to the Campbell effect. These papers report calculations using detailed MTF models of the eye and conclude that there is a discrepancy between theory and experiment likely to be retinal in origin. The discrepancies are generally small, for example a few percent for small source displacements in Fig. 2 of Walsh and Charman (1988) and around 25% for 3 mm displacements in Fig. 4 of Van Meeteren and Dunnewold (1983) .
Theoretical approach
The outstanding problem is still that of Campbell (1958) : what is the origin of the retinal contribution to the Campbell effect? Our theoretical approach parallels the experimental work of Green (1967) . Thus, we consider the simplest but most fundamental approach as outlined in Fig. 4 .
Before moving to details, it is important to make two points. First, we note that the more complex case involving incoherent gratings could be analysed in terms of a collection of coherent gratings all mutually incoherent. [See Wolf (1982) for example. Correlations of various kinds would give partially coherent gratings.] Thus, the single coherent grating is the basic building block and understanding responses to it reveals the underlying cause of the retinal contribution to the Campbell effect in all cases.
Secondly, we infer that a displacement of the type referred to by Campbell translates into a tilt in the angle of the component pair (or pairs) of waves forming the grating. The angle between the waves is basically unchanged and hence the grating pattern is also unchanged (to the order of the cosd = 1 approximation discussed in the Introduction). However, the component waves are striking the receptor entrance at different angles, as indicated in Fig. 4(a-c) .
Mathematically, the waves in equation (3) must be changed to:
where _ris the position vector in the X-Y plane, ,k = (k sin 8,O) is the wave-vector as in equation (3) and 2 is the change in wave-vector imposed by the displacement. Thus ,k is a vector in the x-direction and so is_s when displacements are perpendicular to the fringe pattern as in Fig. 4(b) . For displacements parallel to the fringes as in Fig. 4(c) , g is a vector in the y-direction.
[Displacements translate into angles in the standard way, e.g. see Snyder & Pask (1973) equation (2). Complete mathematical details are given by Stacey (1994) .] The intensity pattern remains as in equation (4).
Receptor response
The field in equation (11) is now used to find the modal excitation coefficients Al, for the receptor waveguide field as in equation (1). Because we still have a sum of plane waves, the modal amplitudes will be given in terms of the individual amplitudes Ah introduced in equation (2). As above, we assess the receptor response by scanning it across the pattern and find the sinusoidal power response leading to R as in equation (9). The result (Stacey, 1994) is:
lms lms where the Pb are again modal powers inside the outer segment excited by the individual waves with indicated wave-vectors c_k -,s ) and c_k +,s ) respectively. Now, however, the "interference term" cannot be simply expressed as in the numerator of equation (IO), because the incident waves are no longer symmetrically placed relative to the receptor axis. In this case modal amplitudes are used to write where * denotes complex conjugate. It has also been necessary to introduce a symmetry label s for some modes as we explain below. We note that equation (12) and equation (13) clearly show that modal powers alone are no longer sufficient to calculate the response R. Equation (I 2) indicates that R depends on the mixture of source and waveguide properties as in previous cases. We also note that R now depends on a and thus through equation (5) on the original pattern contrast.
When the source displacements are perpendicular to the fringes, as in Fig. 4(b) , the wave-vectors for the incident plane waves form a plane containing the receptor axis and the waveguide modes excited are just those in the symmetrical or non-tilted case [ Fig. 4(a) ], but of course the amplitudes differ when angles 6, = 792 in Fig.  4(b) . However, when the displacement is parallel to the pattern, as in Fig. 4(c) , both of the wave-vectors for the plane waves are at the same angle to the receptor axis, but now those vectors and the axis do not lie in one plane. In this case other modes are excited when 1 > 1; if the x or cos(Zcc)modes are used for the original case [ Fig. 4(a) ], then the y or sin(Zcc)modes will also come into play in the parallel displacement case [ Fig. 4(c) ]. The extra label s covers this.
We can now appreciate quite generally why the source displacements (or waves tilting) make a change to the photoreceptor response, even though the intensity pattern is basically unchanged. For displacements perpendicular to the fringes, the component waves now excite modal amplitudes of different magnitudes, whereas for parallel displacements symmetry is maintained but extra modes are introduced.
RESULTS
To evaluate R we must introduce a specific waveguide and we have used the original Snyder-Pask (1973) model. We also choose a = 1, 100% modulation, to give numerical examples for R in the displaced source cases.
In a number of interferometric devices used to assess visual resolution, a wavelength of 1= 632 nm is employed and so relevent results for R are given in Fig. 5 . We note the strong changes for displacements perpendicular to the fringes and minor variations for displacements parallel to the fringes. This is in agreement with Campbell's observations.
Our photoreceptor model includes first-and secondorder waveguide modes for 1= 632 nm (Snyder & Pask, 1973) . For wavelengths beyond about 650 nm only the fundamental mode is involved, while for smaller wavelengths the second-order modes become more tightly bound and more effective. For wavelengths less than 410 nm other, higher order modes also come into play. The results in Fig. 6 are for the single mode case with 1= 680 nm. For the zero displacement or symmetric case [ Fig. 4(a) ] theory shows that R is exactly one and this is not changed by parallel displacements. But as indicated in Fig. 6 , there is a reduction in R for displacements perpendicular to the fringes. Thus, in the single mode region the retina provides a very clear contribution to the Campbell effect.
Results for L = 480 nm, so that the second-order modes are now strongly effective, are quite different as indicated in Fig. 7 . There are strong changes for both types of source displacement, but R values may now increase or decrease depending on the relative coupling strength of the two modes, thus showing that at some wavelengths the retinal contribution to the Campbell effect may be quite intricate.
Thus, our results show that variations in R with source displacement depend on the orientation of the interference fringes. At wavelengths around the peak of the spectral sensitivity VA curve in the behavioural range of O-50 cycles/deg, variations are generally small, reaching a maximum of order 20% at 50 cycles/deg. This appears to be consistent with the findings of Van Meeteren and Dunnewold (1983) and Walsh and Charman (1988) .
We note that our response curves are extended to high spatial frequencies and because of lens aperture cut-off effects, those frequencies are only accessible by special interferometric techniques. The very high frequency patterns will correspond to large incidence angle waves cycles/degree cycles/degree leading to small powers in the receptors. In these cases stray light and other effects (e.g. see Chen & Makous, 1989 ) may be important. However, no such problems are apparent for the basic Campbell effect experiments involving the lower spatial frequencies.
DISCUSSION
Our contention is that the photoreceptor must be thought of as an optical element in the visual process, not just a simple intensity sampler (Stacey & Pask, 1994) , and the Stiles-Crawford effect is the first, key piece of evidence. The waveguide model, which is backed up by direct observation of waveguide modes as discussed earlier, accounts for the Stiles-Crawford effect and indicates how both inner and outer segment properties are involved in an intricate manner that also depends on the wavelength of light. A link between the StilesCrawford effect and visual acuity can then be made using the model to isolate the essential features. the changes caused by tilting the component waves. Indeed, by tilting the pair of waves, the modal amplitudes excited by them are changed (so producing the retinal contribution to the Campbell effect as we have suggested); the Stiles-Crawford effect is just the guide to that change. It would appear that Green was able to make a suitable compensation and so in our terms confirm the link between the Stiles-Crawford and Campbell effects! This point is also relevant to Van Meeteren and Dunnewold's (1983) attempt to understand why Green (1967) failed to obtain the expected results using interference fringes (see the final page of their paper). To attempt a detailed analysis of Green's results would require precise experimental details, but also it would take us well beyond the scope and intent of this paper.
The receptor scanning response R to an intensity pattern is calculated using the amplitudes excited by the composite waves and for coherent gratings those are just the same amplitudes used to calculate the StilesCrawford effect. Source displacement or wave pair tilting varies those amplitudes and gives acuity changes of the type described by the Campbell effect.
Our model thus suggests the mechanism responsible for the retinal component of the Campbell effect, but it goes on to predict that results should depend significantly on source wavelength. The results in Figs 6 and 7 show that dramatically different acuity responses R should follow if experiments are done in the single mode or shorter wavelength regions.
These results may also be viewed as a validation of Enoch's 1971 statement: "Visual researchers must face up to the fact that the retina is a fibre optics bundle, and consider the role played by these complex optical properties in visual response."
Correcting for the Stiles-Crawford effect and Green's experiment
The Stiles-Crawford effect is often discussed in terms of reduced efficiency of obliquely incident sources and intensities are correspondingly adjusted in some experiments. If all source components are increased by the same factor then a suitable, general intensity correction may be made, but if individual source components are changed then the nature of the source may also be changed. For example, in the present case, if the overall intensity Zu is varied in equation (3) (11) is also changed, resulting in a different source modulation, equation (5), and hence variations in the calculated responses. Thus, care must be taken not to change relative or interference properties of the source.
The experiment of Green (1967) is interesting because he did compensate for the Stiles-Crawford effect in the individual beams and there was also a uniform, incoherent background light that could be used to maintain required contrast levels. We have just noted that when corrections of this sort are made it can fundamentally change the field exciting the receptor. Under these circumstances it will be possible to mitigate
CONCLUSION
The importance of changing from fields to intensities was explained by Westheimer (1966) when discussing retinal image formation and the nonlinearity so introduced. In this paper we have suggested that the change must be considered further along the visual process: the excitation of waves along a photoreceptor depends on the field rather than the intensity produced on the retina, and it is then the optical power in the receptor outer segment that depends on the square of fields (and their integration over the receptor cross-section) to produce finally a neural response.
The underlying theory requires the receptor to be considered as a waveguide and then single wave excitation relates to the Stiles-Crawford effect and double wave excitation relates to visual acuity. The plea by Campbell for an explanation of the retinal contribution to his acuity change effect compatible with the StilesCrawford effect may therefore be considered in terms of the hypothesis: both effects are manifestations of the same underlying waveguide nature of receptors, making them sensitive to the degree of obliqueness of the waves incident upon them. Theoretical work provides some support for that hypothesis. Experimental results (see Fig.  5 in Van Meeteren & Dunnewold, 1983 ) also provide a little support for a correlation between Stiles-Crawford and Campbell effects results.
The general form of this argument requires only basic ideas of waveguiding; detailed parameters were then used to produce some sample numerical results. They suggest that interesting results should be obtained if StilesCrawford and acuity measurements could be made and correlated for a range of wavelengths.
